
In the first six months of 2022, Scottish 
Power and Iberdrola made £924.6 million, 
mostly thanks to a jump in profits generated 
by selling electricity. Meanwhile, it has been 
openly contemplated that household energy 
bills could rise to over £3,600 in the UK. 

The economy isn’t working for anyone 
but the wealthiest people and biggest 
corporations. Unfettered profiteering is 
driving inflation and we are paying the price 
through a cost of living crisis. Low wages 
and rising energy costs while corporate 
executives reap the rewards.

It’s time we put our energy into building 
popular, working-class power in order 
to fundamentally change the system 
rigged against us. We don’t need to wait 
for political parties and parliamentary 
legislators – the seed of change lies in the 
power of collective organisation and action. 

Unite – Fighting for

JOBS . PAY . CONDITIONS

That’s why Unite and members of
the community are protesting outside 
Scottish Power HQ to demand lower 
energy prices. 

The British economy 
does not work for 
workers and their 
families. Britain’s 
real crisis isn’t rising prices  – 
it’s an epidemic of unfettered 
profiteering. Energy firms, like 
Scottish Power, owned by Spain’s 
Iberdrola, or the French state-
owned EDF, own huge swathes of 
our energy supply. It seems that 
public ownership is only to be 
heralded as long as it is not the 
British people doing the owning.

Message from
General Secretary

SHARON 
GRAHAM

UNITE FOR UNITE FOR 
AFFORDABLEAFFORDABLE
ENERGYENERGY
  WHEN: 30 September 2022
 WHERE: Scottish Power HQ
               320 St. Vincent Street, Glasgow G2 5AD
      TIME: 12 - 2pm
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“Over the last 12 months Unite has 
delivered at the workplace winning 
over £100 million for members in dis-
pute.  As promised in my manifesto 
Unite will now use that power to do 
the same within our communities.

General Secretary Sharon Graham 

Unite – Fighting for

JOBS . PAY . CONDITIONS

Join us on 30 September 2022
to demand people are put before profits

12 - 2pm

JOIN UNITE THE UNION’S FIGHT
FOR A WORKERS’ ECONOMY!

Let’s Unite for a Workers’ 
Economy – follow the 
campaign on social media: 

Facebook 
Unite for a Workers’ Economy 
(@Unite4WorkersEconomy) 

Twitter 
@UniteEconomy

Instagram
@unite4workerseconomy

For more info. email:
Claire.peden@unitetheunion.org
Scot.walker@unitetheunion.org

JOIN UNITE 
TODAY –
SCAN QR 
CODE

Unite
 for a
 workers’
  Economy
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